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This proposal describes changes to be made in OSD r09 to:

a) Move OSD-specific sense data descriptor format definitions out of SPC-3 and in to the OSD draft;
b) Define the sense data descriptor used to report which quota has been exceeded;
c) Specify that credential validation and capability validation are processed first;
d) Rename the OSD object identification sense data descriptor to something more generic; and
e) Add reserved bytes to the renamed OSD object identification sense data descriptor that can be defined in 

OSD-2 to indicate which command functions had been processed and which not at the time the error was 
detected.

The changes in this proposal are intended to address the following OSD Letter Ballot comments (see T10/04-108): 
IBM 36), IBM 63), and Panasas 2).

Revision History

r0 Original revision

Detailed OSD r09 Changes

For completeness, accepted changes from the following OSD Letter Ballot comments (see T10/04-108) are 
included in this document: AMCC 4), IBM 35), and IBM 64).

Text already appearing in OSD r09 is shown in black. Text appearing in OSD r09 that is to be removed is shown in 
red strike through. Text to be added is shown in blue.

4.8.2 Quota errors

If one of the quota error conditions described in 5.2.1 and clause 6 occurs, processing of the command shall be 
terminated with a CHECK CONDITION status, with the sense key set to DATA PROTECT and the additional sense 
code set to QUOTA ERROR. and a quota error shall be reported as follows:

a) The status shall be CHECK CONDITION;
b) The sense key shall be DATA PROTECT;
c) The additional sense code shall be QUOTA ERROR; and
d) The sense data shall include the OSD attribute identification sense data descriptor (see SPC-3) with one or 

more attribute descriptors identifying the quota attribute or attributes that have been exceeded.

The sense data shall include the OSD attribute identification sense data descriptor (see 4.13.2.3) with one or more 
attribute descriptors identifying the quota attribute or attributes that have been exceeded.

…
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4.9.3.4 The CMDRSP security method

…

If the credential and capabilities validation process successfully validates the integrity check value associated with 
the command, the device server shall:

1) Compute an integrity check value for the response data using:
A) The algorithm specified in the capability INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field (see 4.9.4.3);
B) The following array of bytes:

1) The request nonce from the CDB (see 5.2.5);
2) The status byte; and 
3) If the status is CHECK CONDITION, the sense data with the RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE 

field in the OSD response integrity check value sense data descriptor (see 4.13.2.2) (see SPC-3) 
set to zero;

and
C) The capability key (see 4.9.4.2) for the reconstructed credential (see 4.9.5.3);
and

2) Place the computed integrity check value in the following location:
A) If the status is not CHECK CONDITION, the computed integrity check value shall be placed in the 

response integrity check value attribute in the Current Command attributes page (see 7.1.2.24); or
B) If the status is CHECK CONDITION, the computed integrity check value shall be placed in the 

RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field in the OSD response integrity check value sense data 
descriptor (see 4.13.2.2) in the sense data.

…

4.13 Error reporting

4.13.1 Introduction

OSD logical units shall use descriptor format sense data (see SPC-3) to report all errors.

All sense data returned by OSD device servers shall include the OSD object error identification sense data 
descriptor (see 4.13.2.1) (see SPC-3) to identify the OSD object in which the reported error was detected.

If it is possible to identify a specific byte or range of bytes within a user object as being associated with an error, the 
information sense data descriptor (see SPC-3) shall be included in the sense data with the INFORMATION field set to 
the byte within the user object associated with the error or the first byte in the range of bytes within the user object 
associated with the error.

If the CMDRSP security method or the ALLDATA security method (see 4.9.3) is used to process the command, 
the sense data shall include the OSD response integrity check value sense data descriptor (see 4.13.2.2). (see 
SPC-3) with the RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field containing an integrity check value (see 4.9.7) that is 
computed as described in 4.9.3.4.

NOTE 5 If the status is not CHECK CONDITION and no sense data is transferred, the response integrity 
check value is returned in the response integrity check value attribute in the Current Command attributes 
page (see 7.1.2.24).

If the status is not CHECK CONDITION and no sense data is transferred, the response integrity check value is 
returned in the response integrity check value attribute in the Current Command attributes page (see 7.1.2.24).
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Credential validation (see 4.9.5) and capability validation (see 4.x.y) shall be performed before any command 
functions (see 3.1.10) are processed. If both a credential validation error and a capability validation error are 
detected, the credential validation error shall be reported.

The OSD CDB is very large. To reduce uncertainty in determining errors in CDB field settings or in parameter data, 
any sense data having the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUEST should include the sense key specific sense data 
descriptor (see SPC-3) with the field pointer sense key specific data.

Errors other than those defined in this standard may be reported as needed. The sense data shall include the 
appropriate sense key and additional sense code (see SPC-3) to identify the condition.

Errors may occur after the command has completed. For such errors, SPC-3 defines a deferred error reporting 
mechanism.

4.13.2 OSD-specific sense data descriptors

4.13.2.1 OSD error identification sense data descriptor

The OSD error identification sense data descriptor (see table x1) provides information that identifies the OSD 
object associated with the error reported in the sense data.

The PARTITION_ID field contains the Partition_ID (see 4.6.4) of the partition that is associated with the error being 
reported.

The OBJECT_ID field contains the Collection_Object_ID (see 4.6.6) or User_Object_ID (see 4.6.5) of the object that 
is associated with the error being reported.

Table x1 — OSD error identification sense data descriptor format

Bit
Byte

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 DESCRIPTOR TYPE (06h)

1 ADDITIONAL LENGTH (1Ah)

2
Reserved

        

11

12 (MSB)
PARTITION_ID

      

19 (LSB)

20 (MSB)
USER_OBJECT_ID

      

27 (LSB)
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4.13.2.2 OSD response integrity check value sense data descriptor

The OSD response integrity check value sense data descriptor (see table x2) contains the response integrity check 
value used when the OSD security method is CMDRSP or ALLDATA.

The RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field contains the response integrity check value (see 4.9.7) that is 
computed as described in 4.9.3.4 for the command for which the error being reported.

4.13.2.3 OSD attribute identification sense data descriptor

The OSD attribute identification sense data descriptor (see table x3) identifies one or more attributes (see 7.1) 
associated with the error reported in the sense data.

Table x2 — OSD response integrity check value sense data descriptor format

Bit
Byte

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 DESCRIPTOR TYPE (07h)

1 ADDITIONAL LENGTH (0Ch)

2 (MSB)
RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE

          

13 (LSB)

Table x3 — OSD attribute identification sense data descriptor format

Bit
Byte

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 DESCRIPTOR TYPE (08h)

1 ADDITIONAL LENGTH (n-2)

2 Reserved

3 Reserved

Attribute descriptors

4
Attribute descriptor 0 (see table x4)

.

.

.

Attribute descriptor x (see table x4)
n
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Each attribute descriptor (see table x4) identifies one attribute associated with the error reported in the sense data.

The ATTRIBUTE PAGE field contains the attribute page number (see 4.7.3) for the attributes page containing the 
attribute associated with the error reported in the sense data.

The ATTRIBUTE NUMBER field contains the attribute number (see 4.7.4) of the attribute associated with the error 
reported in the sense data.

Table x4 — Sense data attribute descriptor format

Bit
Byte

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 (MSB)
ATTRIBUTE PAGE

  

3 (LSB)

4 (MSB)
ATTRIBUTE NUMBER

  

7 (LSB)
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